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Dear Cambodian National Rescue Party leadership,

The Cambodian Center for Human Rights ("CCHR") would like to express grave concern

over remarks reportedly made by Cambodian National Rescue Party ("CNRP") leader Sam

Rainsy, which 
'are 

both derogatory and discriminatory, against women and people of

vietnamese origin, during a rally in Siem Reap on 10 December2013.

As reported by the Cambodia Daily on ll December 2013,1 during the rally, Sam Rainsy

discussed Vietnamese immigration to Cambodia, referring to the Vietnamese as "yuon," a

term often considered pejorative. Fotlowing some progress in reducing anti*Vietnamese

rhetoric in the lead up to the 2013 National Elections, CCHR is disappointed that the CNRP

is once again using such hannful language, which can only encourage racism towards

Cambodian citizens of Vietnamese origin, as well as Vietnamese people living in Cambodia.

Moreover, CCHR is disappointed by the remarks made describing Prime Minister Hun Sen as

being ,,weaker than a wornan." In calling for Hun Sen to stand down as Prime Minister, Sam

Rainiy seems to have made the following remarks: "l appeal to Prime Minister Hun Sent I
osk one thing; don't be weaker than afemale [...] There is [a] female Prime Minister in

Thailanrl named Yingluck Shinowatra. Please applaud Yingluck Shinawatra: People

protestecl to clemand hlr rc stup down and she agreed to hold a re-election ["'] Why is Hun
^Sen 

weaker than a female? " In the march that followed, CNRP supporters then emulated

Sam Rainsy's comments, repofiedly shouting "Hun Sen: Iteaker than a v'onlant"o

If accurate, such derogatory comments, which suggestthat women are less capable than men,

are unacceptable. Geider inequality and damaging gender stereotypes persist in Cambodia

and such comments only serve to reinforce gender inequality and stereotypes and hinder

Cambodia's equitable development. Following this year's National Assembly elections,
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which saw the first decrease in female representation in parliament in Cambodia in twenty
years, this is a crucial time for encouraging gender equality, in politics and in all other areas
of society.

Furthermore, the aforementioned comments are contradictory to the endorsed statement
released on27 August 2013 by the CNRP, which clarified the party's position on elections,
democracy and human rights. Of note, the statement highlighted that the CNRP "opposes
violence, racism, xenophobia and discrimination." These comments were unfbrtunately
pronounced as the world celebrates International Human Rights Day and the 65th anniversary
of the Universal Declaration for Human Rights which upholds the universality of human
rights, equally applicable to all, and the subsequent incompatibility of discrimination,

In light of the above information, we respectfully request that the CNRP clarifies its position
and if the above derogatory statements were made, releases a public apology, acknowledging
the discriminatory nature of these comments. We also urge all members of the CNRP to
follow the principles set out in the endorsed statement in the future and to help eradicate
discrimination in Cambodia.
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